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Introduction
Discourse interventions are an emerging evidence base in aphasiology [1]. However, reliably eliciting
and analysing discourse is challenging for various reasons [2], and reliability is often under-reported,
inadequately described, and calculated non-statistically. Notwithstanding these challenges, a stable
baseline and high inter-rater reliability must be established before treatment commences to enable
judgments on the effectiveness of that treatment, and to minimise errors in interpretation. In this talk,
we will present evidence from two studies, which separately evaluated rater and test-retest reliability of
discourse metrics in aphasia.

Methods
NEURAL Research Lab (NRL) study [3]: a virtually conducted study was conducted in 2020,
recruiting 25 persons with chronic aphasia (3 excluded for significant missing data) and 24
prospectively matched adults (1 excluded for significantly poorer performance) without brain damage.
Each took part in a test and a retest session, taking place 10 +/- 3 days apart, during which they told
five narratives [5]. After orthographic transcription, transcripts were coded for a word-level measure, %
correct information units (%CIUs).
LUNA study [4]: a virtually conducted study which began in 2020 and recruited 28 participants
with chronic aphasia. Participants told and retold two personal narratives, about a week apart, prior to
receiving LUNA (i.e., narrative-based) treatment. After orthographic transcription, transcripts were rated
using a word-level (%narrative words) and a macrostructure-level measure (story grammar).

In both studies, two raters each analysed 50% of transcripts. 10% (LUNA) and 20% (NRL) of
transcripts were randomly selected for rater reliability. Test-retest reliability was calculated for the
narratives at the two time points. Intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC) analysed measures at wordlevel measures (excellent, >0.9; good, 0.75-0.9; moderate, 0.5-0.75; poor, <0.5) and kappa analysed
the measure at macrostructure-level (very good, >0.81; good, 0.61-0.8; moderate, 0.41-0.6; fair, 0.210.4, poor, <0.2).

Results
Intra-rater reliability at the word-level was excellent for the LUNA study (not computed for NRL). Interrater reliability at the word-level was good-to-excellent for both studies. LUNA’s macrostructure-level
measure showed good-to-very good intra-rater reliability and moderate inter-rater reliability.
For test-retest reliability, LUNA’s word-level measure showed good-to-excellent reliability, and
the macrostructure-level measure showed moderate-to-good reliability. In NRL, when averaging wordlevel measures across all tasks, test-retest reliability was good-to-excellent for both PWA and NBD
groups, though test-retest reliability ranged from poor-to-excellent when evaluated by task.

Discussion
For both studies, rater reliability was high, especially at the word-level. LUNA’s macrostructure measure
was analysed reliably within raters but was less reliable between raters and across timepoints. For both
studies, word-level variables were found to be highly reliable in the aphasia groups. Notably, the NRL
study demonstrated lower reliability for NBD group, and that reliability varied by narrative type. We will
further elaborate on these results, especially clinical implications. Both studies were conducted virtually
and showed high retention; this will also be discussed in the presentation.
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